The shortest path problem is one of the classic network problems. The objective of this problem is to identify the least cost path through a network from a pre-determined starting node to a pre-determined terminus node. It has many practical applications and can be solved optimally via efficient algorithms. Numerous modifications of the problem exist. In general, these are more difficult to solve. One of these modified versions includes an additional constraint that establishes an upper limit on the sum of some other arc cost (e.g., travel time) for the path. In this paper, a new optimal algorithm for this constrained shortest path problem is introduced. Extensive computational tests are presented which compare the algorithm to the two most commonly used algorithms to solve it. The results indicate that the new algorithm can solve optimally very large problem instances and is generally superior to the previous ones in terms of solution time and computer memory requirements. This is particularly true for the problem instances that are most difficult to solve. That is, those on large networks and/or where the additional constraint is most constraining.
Introduction
The Shortest Path (SP) problem is one of the oldest and most widely used problems in network optimization (Dijkstra, 1959; Dantzig, 1960; Floyd, 1962) . The objective of the SP problem is to identify the least cost path (or route) through a network from a pre-determined starting node to a pre-determined terminus node. The SP problem is one of the relatively few network optimization problems for which exact, polynomial time solution algorithms exist (e.g., see Magnanti and Wong, 1984; Evans and Minieka, 1992; Daskin, 1995) .
Various ''constrained'' versions of the basic SP problem exist. For example, the path may be constrained to include specific nodes, or be constrained to include a specific number of nodes (e.g., see Deo and Pang, 1984) , or include nodes within a pre-specified ''covering'' distance of every node in the network (Current et al., 1984; Current et al., 1994) . In general, the term ''constrained shortest path problem'' (cSP) refers to the constrained problem in Handler and Zang (1980) that includes one additional constraint that establishes an upper limit on the sum of some other arc cost (e.g., travel time) for the path. Unfortunately, the addition of such constraints to the SP problem generally results in a problem that belongs to the set of problems known as NP-hard (e.g., see Garey and Johnson, 1979) .
In this article, we introduce an improved exact algorithm for the cSP as defined in Handler and Zang (1980) . Although this problem is NP-hard, we demonstrate that very large problem instances (40 000 nodes and 800 000 arcs) can be solved in reasonable time. We compare this new algorithm's results and solution times to the Lagrangian relaxation and the k-shortest path approaches presented in Handler and Zang (1980) . The results of these tests indicate that the proposed algorithm can solve large problems in reasonable time and has advantages over the other methods in terms of solution time and computer memory requirements.
Mathematical formulation of the cSP problem
Consider a directed graph,G = (N, A) where N = {1, 2, . . ., n} represents the set of nodes and A = {(i, j): i, j 2 N, i 5 j} represents the set of m directed arcs. Two, non-negative weights c ij and t ij are associated with each arc (i, j). These weights may represent, for example, the length (or cost) and the travel time associated with the respective arc. Label the origin node, 1, and the destination node, n.
Given these definitions, the cSP problem may be formulated as a binary integer program as follows: t ij x ij 6 T ð3Þ
x ij 2 f0; 1g; ði; jÞ 2 A; ð4Þ where x ij are binary variables associated with each arc (i, j). If arc (i, j) is included in the optimal path, then x ij = 1; otherwise x ij = 0. The parameter, T, represents the maximum value allowed for the sum of the t ij arc weights. For example, T could represent the maximum allowable time to transverse the path. The shortest path problem is formulated by (1), (2), and (4). As noted before, this problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time. Unfortunately the addition of constraint (3) results in a problem that belongs to the set on NPhard problems (Garey and Johnson, 1979) .
Existing solution algorithms for the cSP problem
Handler and Zang (1980) proposed two methods to solve the cSP problem. One requires solving a k-Shortest Path (kSP) problem and the other is based upon Lagrangian relaxation. Other approaches (e.g., Johsch, 1966 , which is based on dynamic programming), have been proposed. However, the Handler and Zang Lagrangian relaxation-based method is generally considered the most efficient.
Algorithm 1: k-Shortest path method
This algorithm was introduced in Handler and Zang (1980) . It identifies the optimal solution to the cSP by solving a k-Shortest Path (kSP) problem. The objective of the kSP is to identify k paths from the origin node to the destination node. These k paths are sorted by ascending length from the shortest to the kth shortest. In essence, Algorithm 1 evaluates successive shortest paths, sorted by (5), until the first path that is feasible to constraint (3) is obtained.
Algorithm 1 can be summarized as follows. Let X = bx ij : (i, j) 2 Ac be a vector whose components are, x ij for all (i, j), and let Y be the set of vectors X satisfying the set of Eqs. (2) and (4). Define the following for any X 2 Y:
c ij x ij ð5Þ and
An optimal solution to the cSP may be attained by applying an algorithm that solves kSP with (5) as the objective function until it identifies the first path X k 2 Y such that f 2 (X k ) 6 T (Handler and Zang, 1980) .
The procedure is presented graphically in Fig. 1 where the solutions, X k 2 Y, are represented by points in a two-dimension space. The horizontal axis represents f 1 (X) and the vertical axis represents f 2 (X). Therefore, the coordinates of each solution are. In the example presented in Fig. 1 the optimal solution is X 4 , which is obtained in the 4th iteration of the algorithm (i.e., k = 4).
Unfortunately, the computational complexity of kSP problem increases with k. Several algorithms have been developed to solve the kSP problem (e.g., Dreyfus, 1969; Martins, 1984; Azevedo et al., 1993) . The main disadvantage of Algorithm 1 is that the kSP algorithm may require a large value for k before a feasible solution to the cSP is obtained. As a consequence, the required computer time and memory may be unacceptable for many real-world problems.
Algorithm 2: Lagrangian relaxation method
Due to the computational complexity of the kSP based algorithm, Handler and Zang (1980) introduced a Lagrangian relaxation approach to solve the cSP. Their approach may be summarized as follows.
Given the previous definitions, define the following function for any X 2 Y:
The cSP problem may now be stated as:
where X * represents the optimal solution and f * is the optimum value for the objective function. The technique relaxes constraint (9). Therefore, for any u 2 R and X 2 Y, the Lagrangian function is defined by
and
From (8) and (10), the following property is true:
As a consequence, a lower bound for the objective function of the primal problem may be attained by solving the following dual problem:
Although the dual problem is convex, the primal problem is not. Consequently, L * < f * . The details of Algorithm 2 are not presented here as the computational results presented in this article utilize a procedure identical to that presented in Handler and Zang (1980) . However, the algorithm may be summarized as follows. The procedure begins by solving two shortest path problems to identify two solutions, A and B, that minimize respectively (5) and (6). It continues by identifying optimal solutions to (10) with new values of u. The initial value of u is ðf 1 ðBÞ À f 1 ðAÞÞ=ðf 2 ðAÞ À f 2 ðBÞÞ. This phase stops when the two closest solutions to the line defined by f 2 (X) = T are identified (e.g., C i and C i+1 in Fig. 2 ). The first phase only identifies solutions on the convex hull of the cSP problem (represented by the curve in Fig. 2) .
Given that the primal problem is not convex, the dual problem (13) may not identify the optimal solution to the primal problem. Consequently, Algorithm 2 invokes a k-shortest path solution procedure to identify any ''non-convex'' feasible solutions (i.e., any that may exist between C i and C i+1 in Fig. 2 ). This second phase identifies the best (if any exist) solution in the ''duality gap'' between C i and C i+1 by solving a kSP problem whose objective function is defined by (10) using the final value of u from the previous phase of the algorithm (i.e., the search direction is orthogonal to C i C iþ1 ).
New solution algorithm for the cSP problem
A new optimal solution algorithm for the cSP is introduced in this section. This algorithm utilizes a kSP algorithm in a manner similar to Algorithm 1. The primary difference is the way in which the k-shortest paths are sorted (i.e., the evaluation/ranking of X k 2 Y). The underlying concept of the new approach is to define a more efficient search direction for the kSP problem that considers the two network costs involved (c i,j and t i,j ) as well as the relative importance (i.e., ''tightness'') of the additional constraint (3). In Algorithm 1, the X k 2 Y are sorted by the value of f 1 (X). Hypothetical results of this approach are shown in Fig. 1 . The new algorithm sorts the X k 2 Y by an evaluation/ranking of the paths that considers both f 1 (X) and f 2 (X). It does this by ranking the paths by f 4 (X) defined in (14).
The underlying assumption of Algorithm 3 is that the kSP search will be more efficient (i.e., identify the optimal solution to the cSP with a lower value of k) if the search direction is orthogonal to the tangent of the convex hull of the cSP solution set where f 2 (X) = T. Unfortunately, the convex hull of the cSP solution set is unknown in advance of solving the kSP problem. Consequently, w is defined to approximate this direction. To accomplish this, we first identify the solutions which minimize f 1 (X) and f 2 (X). As was the case in Algorithm 2, these solutions are obtained by solving two SP problems and are labeled A and B, respectively. Given these solutions, we define w as:
where,
The parameter, p, is a problem specific ratio that measures the ''tightness'' of constraint (3) such that 0 < p < 1. The more constraining (or ''tight'') the value of T in constraint (3), the lower the value of p will be (e.g., see Fig. 3 ). Fig. 3 demonstrates the desired search direction if we knew the convex hull of the cSP solution set. If p is small, the kSP should put a heavier weight on f 2 (X) and if p is large, the search should put a heavier weight on f 1 (X). The different kSP search directions for the various values of T shown in Fig. 3 , result in the identification of feasible solutions to constraint (3) (i.e., under T in Fig. 3 ) at lower values of k. Consequently, a kSP algorithm using these weights will identify the optimal solution in fewer iterations of the algorithm than will the search direction used in Algorithm 1.
The weighting scheme generated by (15) approximates the desired search weight. If p is small (i.e., constraint (3) is tight) then (14) will result in a larger weight on f 2 (X) in the kSP procedure. If p is large, then (14) will result in a smaller weight on f 2 (X).
The computational results presented in the next section indicate that the underlying assumption of Algorithm 3 is valid and that the value or w selected is effective. This is especially true for problems with low values of p where constraint (3) Recall that Algorithm 1 terminates when it identifies the first X k 2 Y such that f 2 (X) 6 T. This is not the case with Algorithm 3 as the first such X k may not be optimal to the cSP. The search procedure and stopping rule for Algorithm 3 are first described graphically and then more formal descriptions are given.
From the definitions given above of solutions A and B, no feasible solutions exist to the left of OA and below OB in Figs. 4-6. Solutions A and B are now used to calculate the values for p and w using (16) and (15), respectively. The kSP problem for k = 1 is now solved with (14) as the objective function. This results in solution X 1 shown in Fig. 4 . This is a feasible solution; however, it may not be the optimal cSP solution. Consequently, it is stored as a candidate to be the optimal solution. If a better solution, say X i exists (i.e., f 1 (X i ) < f 1 (X 1 ) and f 2 (X i ) 6 T) then it will be located inside the shaded triangle in Fig. 4 . The k = 2 path in now identified. It is labeled X 2 in Fig. 5 . As f 2 (X 2 ) 6 T it is a feasible solution to the cSP problem. It is in the shaded area of Fig. 4 ; therefore, f 1 (X 2 ) < f 1 (X 1 ) and it replaces X 1 as the candidate to be the optimal solution to the cSP problem. If a feasible solution, say X i , exists such that f 1 (X i ) < f 1 (X 2 ), then it must be located in the shaded triangle in Fig. 5 .
Algorithm 3 continues in this manner by setting k = k + 1 at each iteration until the stopping condition is satisfied. The stopping condition is based upon the value of the search direction (represented by the dashed line segment, r k , in Figs. 5 and 6) and X 0 j . Every time that the candidate to the optimal solution, X j , is updated, a new ''stopping point'' ðX 0 j Þ is identified. The coordinates for this point are f 1 (X j ) and T. The algorithm terminates when the line r k (which is a mapping of the search direction function (14) that includes X k ) intercepts the line f 2 (X) = T to the right of the current ''stopping point'', ðX 0 j Þ. When this occurs, X j is the optimal solution to the cSP as no solution X i exists where f 1 (X i ) < f 1 (X j ) and f 2 (X i ) 6 T (i.e., in the shaded area of . This is demonstrated in the example in Fig. 6 where the line r k (k = 3) intercepts the line f 2 (X) = T to the right of the current ''stopping solution'' (i.e., X 0 2 ). Consequently, the optimal solution to this cSP is X 2 . A more formal statement of Algorithm 3 follows. Let SP(a, b) and kSP(a, b), respectively represent the shortest path and the k-shortest path between the origin node and the destination node, calculated by considering the costs associated with the arcs being (ac ij + bt ij ). Let BS denote the best cSP problem solution evaluated so far and S * denote the optimal cSP problem solution. Given these definitions, Algorithm 3 may be stated as follows:
Computational comparisons of the solution algorithms
The goal of the computational testing was to compare the three algorithms on two criteria: solution time and computer memory requirements. The three algorithms were encoded and tested on 180 randomly generated networks of various sizes. Algorithm 1 requires solving the k-shortest path problem and Algorithms 2 and 3 require solving the k-shortest path problem as well as solving shortest path problems. Several algorithms have been developed to solve these problems optimally. For example, Cherkassky et al. (1996) have implemented and compared 17 variations of various shortest path algorithms using experimental networks. Zhan and Noon (1998) have implemented and compared 15 of those 17 algorithms using real networks. These comparisons indicate that when negative arc costs exist, the Bellman-Ford-Moore algorithm (Bellman, 1958; Ford and Fulkerson, 1962; Moore, 1959) is the most efficient; and when they do not exist, the Dijkstra (1959) algorithm is the most efficient. Given that the test networks used in this research do not contain negative arcs, the tests reported in this paper solve the shortest path problems via Dial's (1969) implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm. Some adaptations were made to the original algorithm in order to assign real numbers for the arc costs (e.g., algorithms 2 and 3 assign ac ij + bt ij to arc costs).
Various solution algorithms have also been developed for the k-shortest path problem (e.g., Dreyfus, 1969; Martins, 1984) . Azevedo et al. (1993) compare these algorithms and present a new one. They prove that the new algorithm is computationally more efficient than the previous ones in terms of solution time. The improved version of this kSP solution algorithm (Azevedo et al., 1994) was used in testing the three algorithms in this article.
One hundred and eighty networks were randomly generated. There were 18 different network sizes based upon the number of nodes and arcs in the networks. Specifically, the networks contained 10 000 nodes, 20 000 nodes, or 40 000 nodes. For each one of these three ''node sizes'', there were six possible ''number of arcs''. For the 10 000 node problems, these were 15 000; 25 000; 50 000; 100 000; 150 000; and 200 000 arcs. For the 20 000 node problems, these were 30 000; 50 000; 100 000; 200 000; 300 000 and 400 000 arcs. For the 40 000 node problems, these were 60 000; 100 000; 200 000; 400 000; 600 000; and 800 000 arcs. For each of these 18 network sizes, 10 random networks were generated. Consequently, 180 networks were generated randomly. Each of these networks contains at least one Hamiltonian cycle. This guarantees that the network is connected and that there exists at least one path from each node to every other node in the network. The values of t i,j and c i,j for each arc (i, j) are uniformly distributed random integers in the range [1, 500] . The number of arcs incident to each node is a uniformly distributed random integer in the range [1, # of nodes-1]; where # of nodes = 10 000; 20 000; or 40 000 depending on the problem set. The direction of each arc was also determined randomly.
In addition, a value for T (i.e., the RHS of constraint (3)) was needed for each problem. The relative value of T may greatly influence the difficulty of solving the problem (and therefore the relative efficiency of a particular solution algorithm). For example, if T is relatively large, then the kSP solution for k = 1 might be optimal to the cSP. However, if T is relatively ''tight'', then it may require a very high value of k to identify the optimal cSP solution. As a consequence, T is an important problem input used to determine various parameters used in Algorithm 3. These parameters include w (15) and p (16) used to determine the kSP search direction (14). To evaluate the influence of T on the efficiency of the three algorithms, each of the 180 networks was solved for five values of T. These values were determined for each randomly generated network by ''reverseengineering''. That is, 5 values of p were selected (p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8) and these values and the appropriate network values were then used in (16) to determine five values of T for the various networks. The tests were executed on a Pentium III @ 1 GHz with 512 K RAM.
Results of the 900 test problems are summarized in Tables 1-5 . The average and maximum solution time of the 10 problems for each particular network size and p value are presented in columns 3-5. Algorithm 1 solves a kSP algorithm only for each test problem. Algorithm 2 solves a varying number of shortest path problems (at least 2, to determinate A and B) and a kSP algorithm for each test problem. Algorithm 3 solves 2 shortest path problems (to determine A and B) and a kSP algorithm for each test problem. The average and maximum values of k used by the kSP algorithms and the number of shortest path problems solved (in Algorithms 2 and 3) are presented in columns 7, 9, 10, 12 and 13. Again, these represent the average or maximum value for the 10 random networks for each given network size and p value. The algorithm (Azevedo et al., 1994) used in these tests is the fastest known algorithm for the kSP problem. However, it increases the network dimensions (i.e., adds nodes and arcs) as it solves the problem. As a result, the number of nodes (#n), the number of arcs (#m), and computer memory requirements (measured as the sum of #n + #m) increase as k increases. Due to constraints on computer RAM, the algorithm was terminated if it had not identified the optimal solution before #n reached 2 000 000, or #m reached 40 000 000, in the augmented network. These values were chosen as they approximate the upper limit of RAM capacity of the Pentium III @ 1 GHz with 512 K RAM computer used to solve the test problems. Larger values for the augmented network would require the use of ''virtual'' memory which would require the reading/writing of data on a hard disk and result in excessive solution times.
This limit was reached only by Algorithm 1. The number of times that this occurred in Algorithm 1 for each set of 10 random networks for a given network size and p value is presented in column 6 (#NOpt) of Tables 1-5 . The other results for Algorithm 1 (e.g., average solution time, average and maximum values of k) reported in Tables 1-5 are, in effect, lower bounds for the problem sets which had one or more test problems terminated before the optimal solution was identified because they exceeded the upper limit on computer memory.
An underlying assumption in the development of Algorithm 3 is that one can improve the efficiency of the kSP solution approach (i.e., reduce the value of k needed to identify the optimal cSP solution) by redefining the search direction (14) of the kSP algorithm according to the definitions given in (15) Algorithm 3's improved performance versus that of Algorithm 1 was most noticeable for the lower values of p. This was expected for two reasons. First, constraint (3) is the ''tightest'' in these problems as T is relatively lower. In this case, one would expect that higher values of k would be needed to identify the optimal solution using Algorithm 1. Also, the difference between the search directions is greatest for the lower values of p. Algorithm 3's search direction is similar to Algorithm 1's direction when p approaches 1.0.
A major advantage of Algorithm 3 over Algorithm 1 is that the reduced value of k greatly reduced the computer memory required. For example, the average and maximum values of #n + #m for p = 0.1 were 234 103 and 843 241 respectively for Algorithm 3 versus 16 964 203 and 41 975 266 for Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 failed to identify the optimal solution due to the memory termination condition in 23% of the 900 test problems versus 0% for Algorithm 3. The termination condition was invoked most often for lower values of p (e.g., 57% and 44% of the problems where p = 0.1 and 0.2, respectively).
It is difficult to compare the solution times of Algorithms 1 and 3 because Algorithm 1 terminated before it identified the optimal solution in 23% of the problems. Algorithm 3 performed best vis-à-vis Algorithm 1 in the larger problems sizes and those with the lowest values of p. These are the problem sets where Algorithm 1 most often did not identify the optimal solution. Had Algorithm 1 been allowed to run longer to identify the optimal solution, the solution times would have been even greater. Given this caveat, the ratios of the ''global average'' solution times (in seconds) for Algorithm 1/Algorithm 3 were: 4.77 (18.6/3.9) for p = 0.1, 4.13 (16.1/ 3.9) for p = 0.2, 1.33 (5.3/4.0) for p = 0.4, 0.60 (2.4/4.0) for p = 0.6 and, 0.45 (1.9/4.2) for p = 0.8. The ratios of the ''global average'' maximum solution times (in seconds) for Algorithm 1/Algorithm 3 were: 5.15 (21.1/ 4.1) for p = 0.1, 5.12 (21.0/4.1) for p = 0.2, 4.24 (17.8/4.2) for p = 0.4, 2.49 (10.7/4.3) for p = 0.6 and, 1.52 (6.7/4.4) for p = 0.8. As these values demonstrate, Algorithm 3's average worse case performance was better than that of Algorithm 1 for every value of p.
Computer memory requirements were very similar for Algorithms 2 and 3. For example, the average and maximum values of #n + #m for p = 0.1 were 234 103 and 843 241, respectively for Algorithm 3 versus 233 873 and 844 091 for Algorithm 2. Both of these Algorithms identified the optimal solution to every problem well within the RAM termination values.
Regarding solution times, the ''global average'' solution times for Algorithm 3 were less than those of Algorithm 2 for every network size and p value. The averages for both algorithms were fairly consistent across p values as is demonstrated by the global averages. The ratios of the ''global average'' solution times (in seconds) for Algorithm 2/Algorithm 3 were: 2.03 (7.9/3.9) for p = 0.1, 2.03 (7.9/3.9) for p = 0.2, 2.10 (8.4/4.0) for p = 0.4, 2.10 (8.4/4.0) for p = 0.6, and 1.98 (8.3/4.2) for p = 0.8. The maximum solution times demonstrate a similar pattern with Algorithm 2's average maximum times and maximum times for all problems being about double the values for Algorithm 3. For example, the ratios of the ''global average'' maximum solution times (in seconds) for Algorithm 2/Algorithm 3 were: 2.32 (9.5/4.1) for p = 0.1, and 2.27 (9.3/4.1) for p = 0.2.
Summary and conclusions
The shortest path problem is a practical and frequently used network routing problem and numerous efficient algorithms have been developed to solve it. Modifications to the shortest path problem are generally more difficult to solve. The constrained shortest path (cSP) problem includes a constraint that establishes an upper limit, say T, on the sum of some other arc weight (e.g., travel time). Handler and Zang (1980) proposed two algorithms (Algorithms 1 and 2) to solve the problem optimally. In essence, these Algorithms identify the optimal solution via a directed search. Algorithm 1 does this by solving a k-Shortest Path (kSP) problem with the same objective function, (1), as that of the underlying cSP problem. Algorithm 2's search is based upon a Lagrangian relaxation of the cSP with the search direction a linear combination, (10), of the original objective function (1) and the additional constraint (3).
This paper introduces a new optimal algorithm (Algorithm 3) to solve the cSP problem. The motivation of this research was to identify a more effective search direction. The underlying assumption of Algorithm 3 is that the kSP search will be more efficient (i.e., identify the optimal solution to the cSP with a lower value of k) if the search direction is orthogonal to the tangent of the convex hull of the cSP solution set where f 2 (X) = T. Unfortunately, the convex hull of the cSP solution set is unknown in advance of solving the kSP problem. Consequently, this search direction is approximated based upon the relative ''tightness'' of constraint (3).
The three algorithms were compared on two criteria: solution time and computer memory requirements. The three algorithms were used to solve 900 test problems ranging in size from 10 000 to 40 000 nodes and 15 000 to 800 000 arcs. The tightness of constraint (3) has a direct impact on the difficulty of solving the cSP. For example, if (3) is not binding at the optimal solution, then the problem can be solved very efficiently as a simple Shortest Path problem. The 900 test problems were divided into 5 sets that had differing levels of tightness for constraint (3).
All three of the algorithms require solving a kSP problem. The kSP algorithm (Azevedo et al., 1994) used in these tests is the fastest known one for the problem. It solves the kSP problem by augmenting the original network with additional nodes and arcs. As a consequence, the augmented network can become extremely large as k increases requiring large amounts of RAM. Consequently, the computer memory required was measured in terms of the number of nodes plus the number of arcs in the augmented kSP network. To avoid the use of virtual memory requiring excessive solution times, an algorithm was terminated before it identified the optimal solution if it exceeded the RAM available. Algorithm 1 was terminated by this condition before it identified the optimal solution in 23% of the test problems. This occurred most frequently in the problem sets where constraint (3) is the tightest. Algorithms 2 and 3 were never terminated by this condition.
Algorithms 1 and 3 both solve the cSP directly via a kSP algorithm. The primary difference is in the search direction for the kSP. On average, Algorithm 3 required approximately 25% of the time required by Algorithm 1 for the problem sets where constraint (3) was the tightest (e.g., 3.9 vs. 18.6 s and 3.9 vs. 16.1 s) while Algorithm 1 required about 50% of the time of Algorithm 3 for the problem sets where constraint (3) was the least tight (e.g., 2.4 vs. 4.0 s and 1.9 vs. 4.4 s). However, the times for Algorithm 1 are somewhat misleading as the algorithm was terminated before finding the optimal solution in 23% of the test problems.
Algorithm 3 required considerably less computer memory than did Algorithm 1, especially, in the problem sets where constraint (3) was the tightest. The average memory requirements ranged from 16 964 203 for Algorithm 1 vs. 234 103 for Algorithm 3 in the problem sets where (3) was the tightest, to 727 767 for Algorithm 1 vs. 234 126 for Algorithm 3 in the problem sets where (3) was the least tight.
Solution time and memory comparisons between Algorithms 2 and 3 are less dramatic but they indicate that Algorithm 3 was superior to Algorithm 2 in terms of solution time in every problem set. Algorithm 3 required approximately half the time to solve the problems as did Algorithm 2. This advantage was generally the greatest in the problems with the largest networks and the tightest constraint (3). Computer memory requirements were approximately the same for these two algorithms.
Analyses of the solution time and computer memory requirements presented in Tables 1-5 indicate that Algorithm 3 outperforms Algorithm 2 in terms of solution time in all problems and requires essentially the same computer memory. Algorithm 3 performs best vis-à-vis Algorithm 1 in the problem sets where constraint (3) is most constraining and in those with the largest networks. For example, average solution times for Algorithm 1/Algorithm 3 were 18.6/3.9, 16.1/3.9, and 5.3/4.0 in the three problem sets where constraint (3) is the tightest and were 2.4/4.0, and 1.9/4.2 for the two problem sets where constraint (3) is the least tight. Algorithm 3 required less computer memory than did Algorithm 1 in every problem set. This advantage was most dramatic in the problems with large networks and/or where constraint (3) was the most constraining. In general, these are the most difficult cSP problems to solve. Consequently, Algorithm 3 was superior to Algorithm 1 in terms of computer memory and solution times for the problems that are most difficult to solve. However, even in the easiest problems to solve where Algorithm 1 generally solved the problems faster than did Algorithm 3, Algorithm 1 required a maximum solution time of 48.1 s vs. a maximum of 14.9 s for Algorithm 3.
